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AVVISO DI SEMINARIO 
 

Prof. Peter Croll  
Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia 

 
 
Mercoledì 2 Maggio 2007, alle ore 11:30, nella sala riunioni DIS al IV piano della 

palazzina DIS-DIEL-DIET (via Claudio 21), il Prof. Peter Croll della Queensland 

University of Technology di Brisbane (Australia), terrà un seminario nell’ambito del Corso 

di Dottorato di Ricerca in Ingegneria Informatica e Automatica – Scuola di Dottorato in 

Ingegneria dell’Informazione, dal titolo: 

 
Privacy with Critical Government ICT systems:  

Challenges and Technologies  
    

Abstract 
The talk will focus on research on privacy and security issues associated with government critical 

infrastructure systems, such as health information systems. These issues are looked at from a 

software engineering perspective; focus is on the issues management need to consider if they are 

going to build systems that are adopted and accepted by the community of users.  

 
Short biography 

Professor Peter R Croll  PhD, FACS, FBCS CITP, CEng.  
Peter Croll is Professor of Software Engineering in the Faculty of Information Technology at QUT, 
Brisbane. He has recently completed a fellowship with CSIRO’s National Flagship on Preventative 
Health to investigate the privacy and security risks associated with electronic health data 
integration. At QUT, he directs the e-health research team focusing on Risk and Trust for managing 
health information systems. His previous roles have included the director of an ICT research 
institute and research centre, head of an IT and CS school and an academy director. He is currently 
a Fellow of both the Australian and the British Computer Societies, a Chartered Engineer, a 
Chartered IT Professional and a Board Director of the Health Informatics Society of Australia 
(HISA) Ltd. He is chair of the National Symposium for e-Health Privacy and Security, ehPASS’06 
and the forthcoming ehPASS’07. 
 


